DEHN – Safety with
Tradition.

Production around 1930.

Centre of lightning and surge protection and safety.

At first there was the idea of
diverting lightning to the
ground without endangering
home or people. This was the
challenge, Hans Dehn met in
his company founded in
Nuremberg in 1910. Since the
beginning of the 1920s DEHN
has produced lightning protection and earthing components.
Over the years, a diversified
product range for external
lightning protection came into
existence.
But not only protecting systems
and buildings against the effects of lightning, but also the
protection of people installing
and maintaining electrical systems became a central requirement.
In 1952, DEHN + SÖHNE amplified their product range by
safety equipment for working
at electrical installations.
The entering of electrical and
electronic equipment in industries, administrations and
households showed soon, that
conventional lightning protection was not sufficient to protect these devices. With the
experience of decades in the
field of external lightning
protection, the necessity of
surge protection came up.
Therefore, the first generation
of surge protective devices
(SPDs) by DEHN + SÖHNE was
introduced to the market in
1954.
Today, the location in Neumarkt, Germany, unifies research and development, production, sales and administration in the fields of lightning protection, surge protection and safety equipment.

Production of safety equipment in 2007.
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With more than 750 employees,
a process-orientated management, laboratories, computercontrolled production lines and
a wide product range for safety,
DEHN + SÖHNE is a worldwide
recognised and leading familyowned company.

In the course of its history of
nearly 100 years, the initial
handicraft business has become
a worldwide operating industrial company with three product ranges:

DEHN – Products for Safety.

FORMERLY

Lightning Protection

Surge Protection

Safety Equipment
DEHN + SÖHNE is a booster of
technological progress. We do
intensive, application-related
research work for customerorientated solutions. The performance parameters of our impulse current test laboratories
are unique worldwide.

TODAY
Experience for decades.

With the experience in research
and development, production,
quality assurance and application of components for lightning and surge protection as
well as safety equipment, we
have influenced national and
international standardisation
considerably. Our most important aim is to stipulate a maximum quality and safety level.
This has made DEHN + SÖHNE
known as a brand of quality
far beyond the borders of
Germany.

High-voltage testing station.
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DEHN – Quality
and Safety.

DEHN + SÖHNE produce more
than 3,500 devices and components for your safety. Our
products protect human lives
and material assets. High quality requirements and the awareness in the treatment of the
environment is therefore a
must.
In order to ensure this and
make it also transparent for
you as our customer, the company was certified in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001
and DIN EN ISO 14001. Annual
examinations and complete
reaudits every three years show
the central significance of quality and environmental management in the company.
We cooperate intensively with
international and national
standard committees and take
part in congresses worldwide.
We are active members of the
“Ausschuss für Blitzschutz
und Blitzforschung“ (ABB)
[Commission for Lightning
Protection and Research] and
in the “Verband Deutscher
Blitzschutzfirmen (VDB)“
[Association of German
Lightning Protection
Companies]. Thus, we foster
nationally and internationally
the aims and further development of lightning protection.
Our aim is to provide sophisticated, customer-orientated
solutions to increase the economy of companies. Only those
who are accessible can be
quick, flexible and efficient.
We provide you with the
necessary safety.
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DEHN + SÖHNE supplies equipment and provides services covering lightning and surge protection worldwide. We have
committed ourselves to continuous market presence, productivity, product quality and delivery in time. Developing innovative and market-related products requires closeness to our
customers. They benefit from
our strength in innovation,
flexibility and short decision
processes.

DEHN – Global Safety.

Sustained success in the market
is only possible if local conditions are considered.
Our market presence: 17 sales
offices and 4 outlets in Germany, subsidiaries or representatives in more than 70 countries. Besides continuous participation in international fairs,
DEHN + SÖHNE offers extensive technical support and customer service on the spot.
Additionally, we organise seminars and lectures, and supply
detailed information and
designing material. We contribute to specialist publications
and carry out continuous PR
work.
Safety is not just related to the
features and benefits of our
products but can also be
applied to the relationship with
our customers and suppliers.

Safe verifying of isolation from power
supply with DEHN equipment!

Safe earthing and short-circuiting with DEHN equipment!

This means for our partners
that their problems that need
to be solved are in safe hands.

Safe cleaning under live conditions with DEHN equipment!
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